
Octobe� Ne��!
Dear Parents,

It’s hard to believe that we are already one month complete with the school

year. This week will begin week five, which means we are already at our halfway

mark for first quarter!

October is a busy month here at Classical. Parent conferences are the 11
th

,

12
th

, and 13
th

.  Please make sure to double check your conference time to see that

you are still able to make it. On October 21st and 24th the students have no

school. Enjoy the long weekend!

As we stated in the September newsletter, we have high expectations for all

sixth graders this year. Students have found the jump from 5
th

grade to 6
th

grade

to be a big one. As we begin the year, we focus heavily on responsibility and

homework completion. Please remember to check student’s assignments notebooks

every night and to ask students what homework they have.

Students should be reviewing the content taught in class every night.  This

will help with automaticity when approaching a unit test or essay, and will help build

time management and study skills.

English: We have just begun  reading The Pearl by John Steinbeck. This unit

focuses heavily on vocabulary and the use of Steinbeck’s symbolism. We will be

discussing the book as we read and reviewing symbolism throughout the book for

the final Literature Analysis at the end.

History: In October, we will finish with World Religions. Afterwards, we will begin

our study of Ancient Greece. In this unit, students will be able to recreate the

Ancient Greek Olympics!

Writing: In October we will continue to work on Lesson 2 which teaches the

components of a Commonplace Essay. We will focus heavily on what a thesis is as

well as the contrary. We will use this throughout the year in our writing program.

Greek and Latin Roots, Spelling, and Sayings: Please remember to keep up with

all roots, spelling words, and core sayings. Students are expected to know each

root, its meaning, and an example word.



Science: We are currently working on Chapter 2- The Structures of a Cell. We

read pages daily and then complete notes as we read to review what students have

learned. Each lesson will typically have one worksheet and then a lesson review at

the end before the lesson quiz. There is also a final Chapter test once all the

lessons are done.

Saxon ½: We continue to review concepts from Saxon 7/6 right now. Students are

in the swing of things and math class flows very smoothly. Students need to

remember their labels and showing all work. We are going to start learning some

new concepts soon and having these habits already established will help as the

concepts increase in difficulty.

Saxon 7/6: Now that we’re a month into school, students are used to the routine

of math class. We will soon be learning topics such as ratios, angles, basic

geometric measurements, and fractions. These concepts will be setting a strong

foundation for the more challenging concepts learned later in the year.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to e-mail us at

elmsarielle@aasd.k12.wi.us and/or phillipskaitli@aasd.12.wi.us. We are always open

to e-mail communication, as well as by phone during the school day.

Happy Fall,

Mrs. McDonald  & Mrs. Phillips


